Aspartate aminotransferase is involved in cold adaptation in psychrophilic Pseudomonas syringae.
CSM2, a cold-sensitive mutant of psychrophilic Pseudomonas syringae, grows like wild-type cells when cultured at 22 and 28 degrees C; but at 4 degrees C, the growth is retarded. In CSM2, AAT (coding for aspartate aminotransferase) is identified as the mutated gene. The expression of AAT in Pseudomonas syringae was transiently enhanced when cells were shifted from 22 to 4 degrees C indicating that AAT is cold-inducible. Complementation of the mutated AAT transformed CSM2 from a cold-sensitive phenotype to a cold-resistant phenotype like the wild-type cells, thus providing evidence for the first time that AAT is required for low-temperature growth.